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SLA promises Hearst release
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)A San Francisco underground newspaper said heiress Feb. 4. Several of its taped communiques and messages have been signed about it. We have heard nothing. We have had no contact on this if it is half of
yesterday it had received half of Patricia Hearst’s driver’s license and a message by an SLA field marshal identifying himself as Cinque or CM for short.
Patty’s driver’s license, somebody could recognize it and it would indicate it carne
purporting to be from her terrorist kidnapers saying the exact place and time of
"If it’s true, we’re delighted," the girl’s father, Randolph A. Hearst said in a from somebody with Patty."
her release would be revealed in 72 hours.
statement. "If half of the driver’s license is truly Patty’s, I have no reason to doubt
Bates said the Phoenix had refused to discuss a recent story it printed in which
The letter was dated March 29.
the communique is genuine."
the SLA purportedly sent the newspaper answers in an earlier issue.
The communique was delivered to the biweekly newspaper Phoenix by a local
With tears in her eyes, Patricia’s 18-year-old sister, Ann, said:
just hope it’s
Bryan said the flowers were delivered by Crete Florists in downtown San
florist. It was wrapped in a dozen long-stemmed American beauty roses and in- true."
Francisco. He said he phoned the florist who informed him a white woman with
cluded a comic birthday card.
The portion of the license shows the bottom half of a girl’s profile, has Miss brown hair had placed the order on Monday for delivery yesterday.
It demanded that the Codes of War of the Symbionese Liberation Army which Hearst’s correct birthdateFeb. 20, 1954and is signed with a flourish: "Patricia
The Hearst Corp. said yesterday it would withdraw its $4 million offer of free
were enclosed be printed by the media.
Hearst."
food for the poor if Patricia Hearst was not released unharmed within one month.
Itconcluded: "Further communications regarding subject prisoner will follow in
A family spokesman said he had been informed by the Phoenix that the
The corporation said the money for the People in Need program had been placed
the following 72 hours, communications will state the state, city and time of release newspaper’s attorney had confirmed the authenticity of the license.
in escrow and would not be freed until Hearst was released.
of the prisoner."
The kidnapers said the communique was sent to the Phoenix with the unThe program, which was created to administer the food giveaway has recently
The communique was addressed to Phoenix editor John Bryan and was signed derstanding "that you must cooperate with the FBI by turning over this com- been criticised a community coalition named to monitor the give away, as being
1.1. Unit 4, Gen. Field Marshal Cin. SLA."
munication or by providing them with any information."
riddled with internal thefts, poor administration, and a "general lack of coorThe SLA has claimed responsibility for kidnaping the 20-year-old newspaper
Charles Bates, FBI agent in charge of the case, said: "We don’t know anything dination."

Chicano food, University police
art exhibit apprehend suspect
open week in stabbing incident

Mexican dinner opens Pan American Week

Kathie Minaini

Pan American week opened
Monday night with a dinner and art
exhibit, held in the S.U. Umunhum
Room. The dinner featured various
Mexican foods. The art exhibit included lithographs and engravings
from the private collection of Sergio
Domeyko, a Chilean living here in the
Bay Area.
The celebration continues tonight
with a talk by Dr. Fernando Alegria, a
Stanford professor. He will be
speaking on the works of Chilean poet,
Pablo Neruda.
The events are being sponsored by
La Cosa Hispanics de San Jose, a
SJSU organization comprised of
students studying foreign language.

By Valarie Melnroy
University police have apprehended
a suspect in the March 23 stabbing
incident at the Joint Effort Coffeehouse.
David Levell, 19, 1690 Terrier Court,
San Jose, was arrested at his home on
Friday afternoon and charged with
assault with a deadly weapon, according to University Police Chief
Earnest Quinton.
Levell was charged with assaulting
SJSU senior Daniel Perry, 23, who was
stabbed while collecting donations for
the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity sponsored dance, according to officer
Larry James.

Perry sustained facial scars as a
result of the stabbing, according to
Quinton.
Investigators are still seeking information about the three or four shots
fired following the incident, according
to James.
Perry was apparently stabbed
following an argument with three men
over the 75 cents admission charge to
the dance.
Perry was cut in the face, according
to police reports. The assailants then
fled down the mall by the Student
Union, according to police.
Quinton said this is the first stabbing
or shooting incident to occur at the
coffeehouse.

Grad student calls Daily editor unofficial Accreditation team
scrutinizing SJSU

By Joey Seanapico
"The Spartan Daily has no official editor and any administrative move to
criticize the newspaper for any reason would be unethical," charged Rolf
Rudestam, a graduate student at SJSU.
Rudestam’s charge was based on the fact that the Communications Board,
which is supposed to approve or disapprove the Daily’s editor each semester as
part of official university policy, has not held a meeting this semester.
A member of the Communications Board, Rudestam lashed out at the
President’s office as well as administrative policy as the reason behind the board’s
"non-functioning role" in university communications.
According to Rudestam, the board’s approval or disapproval of the Spartan
Daily editor is supposed to be done during the previous semester.
"New members elected this semester were supposed to meet to approve Lee
Smaus as the Daily’s editor but we haven’t even held an official meeting this
semester," Rudestam said.
The outcome, according to Rudestam, is that the Daily doesn’t have an official
editor.
"Apathy like this means the administration may have the legal rights but they
have no ethical basis for criticizing the Daily on any matter," Rudestam charged.
Rudestam explained that if the administration was unwilling to approve an
editor that would abide by university policys, then they have no right to criticize

the editor when something goes wrong.
"The board is no good if its sole function is in name only: it’s not an eyewash for
the administration or the President’s office," he said.
Though both SJSU President John H. Bunzel and Burton Brazil, academic vice
president, were unavailable for comment, Jim Noah, director of university
relations, rejected Rudestam’s logic.
"The fact that it is a newspaper makes it open to criticism from anyone when the
situation arises," Noah said.
"The president can’t oversee the actions of every committee," Noah said. "If
there’s a Communications Board in existence, you just assume that it’s meeting."
"It’s not until the board is malfunctioning that you hear about it," said Noah.
As for the editorship, Noah discounted the fact that the Spartan Daily was
without an official editor.
"Whether the board approves her or not, the teacher calls her an editor so she is
one," Noah said. "After all, it’s still a classroom."
"The reason we haven’t met is simple: we needed to have something to talk
about," explained William Brickner, chairman of the Communications Board.
According to Brickner, the first job of the board is to develope some new criteria
on the selection of the Spartan Daily editor.

SJSU will be under scrutiny this week
as a fact finding team from the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges
WASC) will be here to decide if the
university will get its accreditation for
the next five years.
The team’s accreditation covers the
whole university program including
specialized areas such as business,
engineering, and nursing. A total of 15
areas will be up for accreditation.
The investigation which will be held
through Friday is concerned with the
degree to which the university has been
successful in achieving its own
educational goals, according to Dr. Ted
Benedict, dean of academic planning.

The team of 10 selected members of
western institutions will interview
administrators, faculty members,
students, and examine school records
and observe campus activities.
After the team has completed its visit
it will prepare a formal report to the
Accreditation Commission of the
WASC, Benedict said.
The report will contain evaluations of
the university and its programs,
suggestions for changes which could
help the institution to meet its goals,
and recommendations regarding the
future accreditation status of SJSU, he
said.

’Bicycle - people statistics wrong’

Poll underestimates bicycle popularity
By Joe Pereira
The bicycle has increased in
popularity more than what is shown by
statistics within the last five years. said
Larry Walsh, coordinatory of San Jose
Bicycle Safety Project.
Quoting a general industries poll, he
said in 1960 there were 38 bicycles to
every 100 people in the Santa Clara
Valley. In 1973 the estimate showed a
54-100 bicycle-people ration.
The 16 per cent increase over 13 years
is hardly indicative of the surging interest in bicycles in Santa Clara
County, Walsh said.
The questionnaire was circulated in
the dead of winter when people
"generally don’t ride a bike unless you
put paddles on it," he said.
Quoting a more accurate estimate, he
continued, the Bicycle Institute of
America has predicted a 80-100 bicyclepeople ration in 1985. This would only be
five per cent less than the 85 to 100
ration in Europe, where bicycles are an
important means of transportation, he
said.
The above figure indicates that the
bike is well on its way in establishing
itself as a legitimate mode of transportation, he said.
Citing another reason why the county
poll is inaccurate, he explained it does
not reflect the large increase of high
school, college and young adult users.
Previously, however, this group
considered bike riding "socially
lessening of status."
Diane Jensen, chairman of a bicycle

citizen interest group in San Jose, said,
"When I was in high school, (in the
early 60s they use to laugh at you if you
came to school on a bike,"
But now the bicycle has become a
status symbol. "My children are proud
to ride bikes to school," she said.
Walsh said people are discarding
their earlier hang-ups about bikes, and
are now discovering "that it provides
quick transportation to and fro and it is
a hell of a lot better than walking."
Another indication of the increased
use of the bicycle among teenagers and
adults is the rising number of accidents
among the older age group, said to
Walsh.
Four years ago, Walsh said, the
highest number of accidents occured
among the five and nine-year-old
group.
Now the 10 to 14 year-olds have the
highest accidents followed by the 15-19
year-olds.
The number of accidents does not
mean that the roads have all of a
sudden become unsafe. It only presents
a clear indication that the volume of
users has increased, he said.
Today, over half of the bikes are
owned by those 15 years of age and
older.
A countywide attitudinal survey
shows 44 per cent of bikes are owned by
the one to 14 year olds, twenty-five per
cent by the 15 to 25 age group and 15 per
cent by the 26-35 age group. 16 per cent
are owned by the above 35 age group.
Bob Shantow, an SJSU graduate who

rides a bicycle for a profession, said
people have given bicycles "a second
consideration" ever since the county
became ecologically mineded and the
simulaneous availability of the 10-speed
bike in 1970.
Among its numerous advantages,
people have found it to be efficient and
fun as well, Shantow said.
"Riding a bike is even cheaper than
walking," he mused. "You shoes get
torn up more per mile than your bike
does," he said.
Pushing for bike racks on public
trains, he said, "A bike plus rails is the
fastest way to go."
Not only are trains cheaper to ride
than buses or cars, it is also convenient,
he said.
"When you get off the train, all you
have to do is jump on your bike and take
off."
However, Jensen, the coordinator
said, the city must wait to see how the
tides are turning.
"If they receive enough citizen
pressure, they can make San Jose into a
bicycle city," she said.
San Jose has the terrain and the
climate for year round bicycling. "It is
flat and the winter rain is not heavy,"
she said. As a result bike sales have
skyrockedted she explained.
Santa Clara County dealers of Schwinn, Puegot and Raleigh bicycles
claim their sales have increased 200 per
cent from 1972 to 1973.
According to Walsh, however, a draw

back that would deter San Joseans from
riding bikes is the way the city has been
built.
"San Jose is similarly spread out like
Los Angeles," Walsh said. Shoppers
still have to ride 15 miles to buy a loaf of
bread," he said.
Ron Kahn, city engineer and
supervisor of bike funds said the city is
presently installing demonstration
routes to measure citizen need.
It will expand its bike program if
interest increases. The city is using
$131,800 for bike projects this fiscal
year, he said.
The Guadalupe Creek project will get
$8,000 to finance a 14,000 feet of
recreational path along the creek.
Another $23,000 is going towards a
bicycle path, along Penitencia Creek.
The
half -completed
East -West Demonstration -Route linking Alum
Rock Park and Vasona Park will take
up the remaining $100,000, Kahn said.
These projects are set up strictly to
test citizen need. San Jose is presently
requesting $75,482 additional funds for a
widening of a bridge on Almaden
Expressway to put in a bicycle lane.
Jensen said, the city confers with the
Citizen Community Interest Committee
when it undertakes bike projects. "To
expand its program we must get
enough citizen response.
"Personally," she said, "San Jose
will eventually go for the bicycle. If you
ride two blocks you’ll end up taking
long trips," she said.

Bikes now have status

Chris Kidwii

IPoint of view
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Athletic budget - a new game
Lee Fuller
The Athletic Department’s appearance before the
budget committee last week was surely a sign of the
times. The meeting had all the characteristics of an
energy crises investigation.
On the one hand were the A.S. executive officers
convinced they represent the student body. On the
other was the Athletic Department looking much like
Standard Oil or Shell.
This athletic giant (smiling, but at he same time
concerned) presented its budget information.
Yet athletics left the door open by adding, "Most of
our schedules aren’t finalized yet so we really can’t be
that specific."
The Athletic Department is doing a great dis-serv ice
to itself and the SJSU community at large by its actions.
Instead of presenting themselves openly and
honestly with all the facts, they have chosen to "copout."
It’s very complex, they say. You wouldn’t understand, they say. I don; t have that information, they
say. Trust me, they say. Believe me, they say.
The A.S. says, No we won’t believe you. We can’t
believe you. We have to justify our budget.
Show us the facts and how you arrived at your
figures.
The A.S. is right.
The Athletic Department submitted a budget
request of $152,863, or one third of the total A.S.
budget.
Because it has unlimited wants and limited funds,
the A.S. can’t give everybody every amount of money
requested. The executives, the budget committee and
the A.S. Council have to be picky. They must be in
order to fulfill their responsibility.
So the circle is complete and it comes back to the

Athletic Department.
If they want and truly need $150,000, they had better
prove it. They had better bring in, every possible piece
of evidence in their defense.
John Caine, director of Athletics, should advise his
coaches that this game is for real and the stakes are
high.
Last fall, after months of delay, this year’s A.S.
budget was signed giving the Athletic Dept. $21,000
extra.
This is not the way the budgetary process is supposed to be run.
SJSU President John H. Bunzel, because of his
apparent pocket veto power, was able to force the
extra money out of the A.S. and into the athletic
budget.
For this, the Athletic Department owes the student
body something. After all, student supplied funds are
in question here.
In other words, the Athletic Department should
appear before the budget committee with all the
necessary figures and negotiate a reasonable settlement.
As it stands now, the budget committee is home
free. They can cut as much or as little of the athletic
budget as they feel like. But it is the Athletic Department by virtue of its vagaries and inconsistencies
which is really killing itself. It is not the student
government organization which is simply trying to
juggle funds among competing interests.
If the Athletic Department continues to be evasive,
massive cuts are unavoidable.
The A.S. has a responsibility to the students. If they
don’t know exactly where the money is going, they
shouldn’t be allocating it.
Hopefully they won’t.

Guest Column
RICHARD M. NIXON

Foreign students unite!

BONNIE AND CLYDE
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Letters to the editor
The real people
Editor:
There are times when institutions such as the university
and church "deviate into sense,"
and show some relevance to the
community they aspire to serve.
Certainly last week’s Semana
Chicana was such a time. For five
nights a people celebrated itself in
song, poetry and drama. On Friday
afternoon the week ended in a riot
of color, music and song in a true
folk-happening, a Jamaica. It was
truly a heart warming and
enriching experience for all who
were priveleged to attend.
Wellnearly all.
A Ms. Rios of the Music Dept.
complained in your March 27 issue
of the "cultural remains" as she
revealingly describes the "garbage, tin-cans, bottles, paper cups,
napkins and tissues, cigarette
butts, etc." She was also upset by a
"gang" of young children playing
in and around the Music Building
and was appalled by "the noise and
loud -speaker competition with
Franz Lizt."
I do not know in what world Ms.
Rios moves but I do hope that when
the opportunity again arises she
venture out of the classroom, even
out of the Music Building, to mix
with real people; people who have
real children who shout and play,
and who enjoy their own music that
she terms "noise." Were she to do
so, she would not again write so
insensitive not to say offensive, a
letter.
Cuchulain Moriarty
Mexican American Graduate
Studies

Prison (’r plea
Editor:
I am a prisoner at the Connecticut State Prison, and I would
like to correspond with people in
the free world.
I am a 28-year-old Black male
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who is politically aware, and I am
active in the prison. I am a Marxist
and I am well read in the theories
of Marxism, but I feel that I am
open-minded enough to investigate
the theories of others.
I feel that the prerequisite of any
political organization should be to
establish unity, and for this reason
I would like to correspond with as
many people as possible.
Antone Pina
Box 100
Somers, Connecticut 06071

case study
Editor:
When I was hired at SJSU , I was
told ( by the chairman of the
recruiting committee and the
chairman of the department) that
the job was a "career" job.
Temporary appointments are
usually made to replace someone
on leave, but in my case, although I
was only getting a one-year contract, I was assured that it would
be renewed. Of course, I would be
expected to be a good teacher,
progress toward a Ph.D., etc., still
the understanding was very clear
that I could count on being retained
or let go solely on the basis of
merit. Consequently, I chose SJSU
from five job offers.
In April of ’73 I received a oneyear reappointment. This was no
surprise and appeared to be a more
or less casual fulfillment of the
original understanding.
In the fall of ’73 my department
( Economics) had a serious internal
squabble about who would be
chairman for the next four years.
Partly because of tensions
awakened by this fight and partly
because of other concerns, I began
polling (informally ) the senior
members of the department about
being rehired. Six of the nine
members of the personnel committee told me I would be retained.
I didn’t ask the other three. The
department chairman sent a memo
which said, in effect, "Stop
worrying, you’ll be rehired." The
personnel committee passed a
resolution stating its intention to
rehire me and five other people.
In this atmosphere I assumed I
had a job at SJSU for next year and
did not actively search for another
position.
Now I am being threatened with
being laid off. Why? Not for merit

reasonsI tonsistently get good
student ratings. I publish. I do my
committee assignments. Not
because of declining enrollment. If
I am not rehired someone will be
hired to replace me. We will have
at least as many faculty members
next fall as this year. Why’?
Gayle Southworth
Economics Lecturer

Guest Column

As a concerned observer at A.S.
Council meetings on Wednesday
afternoons, I have concluded that
foreign students who belong to one
of many foreign student unions on
this campus are not effective
enough to attain their desired goals
when their spokesmen appear
before the A.S. Council, whether
they are requesting an allocation,
voicing a grievance, or asking for a
non-monetary endorsement for a
project or program.
As the situation now stands, the
A.S. Council sees these spokesmen
as representatives of individual,
scattered and un-related foreign
student unions. This persective
tends to hamper the ability of
foreign students to get what they
need and want, and to minimize the
degree of influence and bargaining
power essential in succeeding in
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reaching their objectives.
It would be most beneficial for
members of these foreign student
unions to band together under one
unified Foreign Student Union.
I can well imagine that the first
thoughts to enter the minds of
foreign students in regard to this
suggestion would be that they
would be sacrificing their identity
and individual power (as it is now.)

odh, aei Roberts
Sci Junior

The Foreign Student Union be
one
unified
and
powerful
organization with each nation or
continent ( eg. Africa) represented
by SJSU foreign students divided
within it by chapters, sections or
divisions, etc.
For example, when a spokesman
appears before the A.S. Council he
or she could say, "I am the
representative from the Iranian
Collective power is much more Chapter of the
Foreign Student
effective in attaining what one Union and I am here
to ..."
wants than is individual power
This suggests to the Council a
( which is minimal.) Power and high degree of organization
and
influence is maximized when it is collective power and that the
in a collective form.
spokesman is not only backed by
In order not to lose the identity of his or her own group but, by the
an individual foreign union, I entire Foreign Student Union.
suggest that the structure of the
As further guidelines, each
entire organization be laid as division could keep its own funds
follows.
and contribute a small portion to
the entire union. Rules and
seTsaihsa2.42’.47.6
regulations of each portion to the
the entire union. Rules and
regulations of each group as
specified by its constitution or
whatever it goes by could be kept.
Perhaps a few general rules could
be made for the organization as a
whole derived from those of each
William Jeske chapter that seem to be consistent
Director, Marching Band with one another.
The recommendations that I
have offered are meant only as
the A.S. campaign and vote on May suggested guidelines and are not
1 and 2.
meant to be followed stringently.
However, I do strongly recomPerhaps then we can be sure that
our A.S. government will reflect mend that the individual unions do
the views of a majority of students band together for the sake of
on campus, not just the handful helping themselves to attain
who have taken the trouble to vote greater effectiveness when conin past elections.
fronting the A.S. government.

What is a student service?
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Points of contention in the upcoming A.S. elections will most
certainly be athletics and "instructionally related activities"
versus "student services."
Firouz Sedarat, of the Third
World Coalition( TWC), most accurately outlined ( in a March 15
guest column) these points of
dispute in campus politics and
made it clear that the TWC will
continue to push for a higher
funding priority on "student services." I commend Mr. Sedarat for
his accurate appraisal of the
campus political scene and the
TWC for so clearly stating their
objectives.
However, I find considerable
fault with how the TWC defines the
difference between a "student
service" and an "instructionally
related activity." In his March 15
column, Mr. Sedarat described a
newly funded organization, El
Centro Cultural de la Gente, as
"capable of providing learning and
entertainment for both students
and members of the community."
If this is the TWC’s definition of a
"student service" type of activity,
why does not the athletic program,
the Spartan Daily and the marching band fall into that category?
In our estimation, all of the activities Mr. Sedarat puts in the
category of "instructionally
related activities" also provide
learning and entertainment for
both students and members of the
community.
The athletic program, the
Spartan Daily and the marching
band all provide a good, and
sometimes vital, learning experience for those students who

participate in them. They also
provide the compus and overall
community with entertainment.
Thousands of students attend
athletic events, also seen by many
thousands more in the community.
The Spartan Daily is the main
source of news and also an entertainment vehicle - through
feature articles - on campus. The
Spartan Marching Band was seen
by over 250,000 football fans last
year, including about 25,000 SJSU
student fans at Spartan Stadium.
The band was also seen by between
14 and 20 million on television. If
this is not entertaining the campus
and the community, I don’t know
what is.
Could it be that the TWC’s
definition of "student service"
activity changes to meet its own
special interests?
TWC also stands for a "gradual
decrease’, in funding for "instructionally related activities." If
this is true, why was the marching
band cut from 810,500 to zero in the
A.S. budget last year? A 100 per
cent cut in one year is not our idea
of gradual. And what does the TWC
have to say about the A.S.
executive’s proposed 100 per cent
cut of athletics next year? Another
"gradual decrease?"
Mr. Sedarat astutely concluded
his article by stating a majority of
voters have supported the TWC on
campus. The fact that this
"majority of voters" numbers only
a few hundred out of 28,000 eligible
voters on campus is a sad comment
on campus politics. We of the
Spartan Marching Band urge all
students, no matter what your
position on these issues, to follow
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Insurance companies selling kidnap coverage
By Chris Weinstein
Keeping up with recent increases in kidnapings, both
national and local insurance companies have begun selling
kidnap insurance.
Under thus policy the insurance company pays its client’s
ransom if he is kidnaped.
Each individual policy varies according to the accessed
worth of the individual or corporation and their risk potenial,
explained insurance salesman Clark Bowen of a local insurance service.
"It (kidnap insurance) will encourage kidnaping and be
correlated with attacking big business," Predicted Deputy
District Attorney A.C. Favris.
The thing will be to find out who has kidnap insurance and
kidnap them," said Ross Donald, assistant chief of police.
But insurance companies insist that their customers not
tell anyone they have coverage, according to Frank Marx, a
local insurance salesman.
"In this area we might as well use the policies for
wallpaper, but maybe there’s more of a market over at
Stanford," said salesman Bowen.
Donald admitted that he couldn’t remember when

somebody last got kidnaped in San Jose.
Yet last week at the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Civil
Disorder, Sen. John L. Harmer, R-Glendale, warned that
"literally hundreds" of businessmen are in danger of being
kidnaped.
Harmer later said that his source was a San Francisco
businessman, who was hiding out in an apartment with his
wife.
Kidnap insurance policies can be written up to cover all the
employes of a corporation, a designated few or an individual,
explained Marx.
Premiums for corporations range from $20,000 to $250,000 a
year for coverage of ransom demands of $1 million to $20
million and up. Policies generally include a deductible
provision of $5,000 to $500,000, according to a spokesman of a
national insurance company.
Premiums for individuals vary according to the accessed
worth of the individual and his chances of being kidnaped
which are computated from the answers to a two-page
questionnaire.
"We’re not expecting to sell any," confessed Mark,
Interviews with 20 local insurance companies showed that

most of them did not carry kidnap insurance and many were
unaware of its existence.
Where kidnap coverage is offered the name of the policy
varies slightly form firm to firm.
One company, which specializes in indivic1.191 coverage
calls their kidnap policy "ransom or extoration" coverage.
"Liability" insurance is the label another company gives
their kidnap insurance, designed specifically for corporations.
Whatever the name is from one company to another, most
local insurance companies which carry kidnap insurance
admit that it became available in the last month or two.
But Lloyd’s of London, which has an office in San Jose, has
offered kidnap insurance to individuals and corporations for
years.
Some companies have territorial limitations on their
kidnap policies.

For Only 50 cents a day your 3 line message
100,000 times

For example, one company will insure its clients in all
countries except Argentina
There were 190 kidnapings in Argentina last year, many of
whom were American businessmen.

Spring grads
must hurry

Anthony Jackson
B.A. ’71, M.A. ’72

Vincent Herrera

WANTED to help college students plan their financial
success through the use of life insurance and the setting of realistic goals. Feel free to call or drop in at:
1665 Willow St.
San Jose, California
95125
267-2700
Res: 997-1216

By Richard Coleman
The King home looks like
any normal house on San
Jose’s east side, but on the
inside, six children, ranging
from ages 2 through 14,
receive individual therapy.
There is another home in
San Jose, the Kennedy
Home, and between the two,
they house 12 children with
full-time "parents" who
reside in the houses.
There are two couples for
each home, who rotate
weekly with seven days on
and seven days off. Each
house is also staffed with a
rTunselor who is on duty
eight hours a day, five days a
week.
Therapeutic Homes, Inc.,
which the two houses are
also known as, is an appropriate name for the
dwellings.
The agency adheres to a
strong learning theory approach, according to Dennis
R. Ladd, administrative and
clinical director.

The
strong
learning
theory that Ladd believes in
is that behavior is learned.
"If we teach the child what
kind of behavior is appropriate and reinforce it
with a reward, the child will
act in the manner he was
taught.
"We use a lot of group
therapy," Ladd commented.
Discussion groups are formed after a television period
to talk about problems the
kids are having at school.
Ladd said the homes keep
a large amount of raw
behavorial data on the child.
If the child bites, spits or has
some other behavioral
problem, a record is kept.
During his stay at the home
and until he leaves the child
is checked for improvement
to see if the program is
working for him.
Ladd
describes
the
children’s problems as being

Spartaguide
TODAY
SOCIAL AWARENESS COMMITTEE
presents a free forum on -From Civil Rights
to Black Liberation" today at 12 Xi pm in
the S U Ballroom A film, "Finally Got the
News" will be shown and Bob Allen, editor
of the Black Scholar Magazine and former
SJSU instructor will speak
PEOPLE INTERESTED in forming a
Students for Waldie for Governor corn mate, there is a meeting at 7 pm in the
S U Pacifica -1-1" Boom
RADICAL STUDENT UNION-AICC is
meeting tonight at 7 30 in the basement of
the Winertein-Grare Baptist Church. Plans
for activities for the Gerald Ford, Ronald
Reagan visit will be made
SAN
JOSE
REAGAN
AND
FORD
WELCOMING I
meets tonight
at 7 30 at Wine Skin Plans will he made to
welcome Ford and Reagan on their April 20
voit
SPARTAN ORIOCCI nieets tonight at 7 in
the S U Calaveras Room
SIERRA CLUB meets tonight at 8 30 in the
SC Pacifica Room Plans will be finalized
for the Easter pack trip
SPARTAN ()RUNTS is having a potluck
dinner tonight at 5 at the Winestem-Grare
Baptist Church
SJSU SKI CLUB meets tonight at 7 300 the
Umunhurn Room Movies will be shown
and sign ups for a rafting trip down the
American River are available
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
meets tonight at 7 30 in the College Chapel
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U.S. CHINA FRIENDSHIP ASSO(’IATION
meets tonight at 7 30 in the S U Guadalupe
Room
-GRAPES OF WRATH" will be shown
in Morris Danes
today at 3 M pm
Auditorium The movie which is free. is
sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha, the English
the
Stembeck
Center
Departnient and

either emotionally disturbed, socially maladjusted or
predelinquent. Hostility,
destructiveness
and
a
history of failure in family
living are also characteristics of the children.
Most of the children are
either
dependent
or
delinquent wards of the court
due to unsuitable home
conditions, Ladd said.
They
are
used
to
demonstrating
their
problems, and would rather
spit and show a temper
tantrum. "We try to get
them to verbalize their
feelings," Ladd said, "by
having daily rap session."
Ladd and others on the
Community
Development
Services
for
Children
( CDSC ) staff avoid labeling
the children. Ladd said they
also ignore the past history
of a child. "We are interested in how the child is
behaving at the home," he
said.
Social praise and social
reinforcement are used as
effective ways of increasing
a
child’s
appropriate
behavior, he added.
This social reinforcement

policy is set up through the
use of a token economy.
Point reinforcement and the
obtaining of chips help
improve his behavior and
obtain his goal of graduation.
For example, a child gets
points for making his bed,
cleaning his room, etc. He
obtains extra points for
doing extra chores like
washing windows.
Children stay at the homes
an average of 11 months.
Upon completion of the
therapy program, the cases
are followed up for a year
after the child has left the
home.
Talking about the success
rate of the children Ladd
said that CDSC has place
approximately 18 children in
foster homes, adoptive
homes and sometime back to
their original families. All
but three of the children
placed are still in their
original placements.
Because of the individual
treatment the children need,
Ladd stressed the need for
volunteers for the program.
If interested in helping out,
contact Larry Hahn at 2589617, Ladd said.
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Hostile children find home
A quick lunch on the upstairs
deck, or an intimate candlelight evening, the Garret is
the place to go. Our selection
of fine local wines, hot gourmet
sandwiches, cold beer, cheese
fondues and entertainment Tues.
thru Sat, make the Garret an
unforgettable experience.

THE GARRET
In the Pruneyard

Loranzo Alexander
B.A. ’73

AGENTS OF PENN MUTUAL INS. CO.

If you were planning on graduating from SJSU this June,
you’re almost out of luck. Last Friday, March 29, was the last
day to apply.
However, although Friday was officially the last day to
turn in applications, Winona DeBree, supervisor of the
graduation department in the Registrars Office, said, "We
don’t want to hold up anybody if they are supposed to
graduate."
DeBree added that the student’s name won’t appear in the
commencement book and she said possibly the student would
not receive information concerning the graduation
ceremony, "he would have to request it specially." Applications for summer graduation are being accepted now.
There are two summer graduation classes, one after the
six week session, Aug. 2. Deadline for applying is July 19. The
second graduation is Aug. 30, with the application deadline
Aug. 16.

Therapeutic Homes , Inc. stresses a learning theory approach

stud over
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charter cost.
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Brussels Airport Taxes,

FOR FULL DETAILS, COMPLETE FLIGHT SCHEDULE AND
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Levi’s

Genet ’cooks’ at SJSU

Trackster sparkles

that’s
all we
carry.

By Tim Robb
A year ago at this time,
Marc Genet was sitting out
the track season at Cal Poly
Pomona with an injured
ankle, dissatisfaction with
the Pomona coaches and a
determination not to return
the following year.
Right now, Genet is
preparing for Saturday’s
meet against Washington
State in which he will appear
as one of the Spartans’
premier distance runners.
Genet attributes his
successful transfer to SJSU
to the Spartan’s outstanding
miler, Mark Schilling.
"Last year I couldn’t run
’because of an early season
stress fracture of the ankle )
and I didn’t get along with
the coaches," Genet said. "I
was taken advantage of at
Pomona," he said.
Genet explained that the
main problem at Pomona
was that he had been

Over 4 tons per store
Including Levi s for gals
Levi s Sta-Prest pants
it S the world s greatest
selection So have a fit
In Levi’s Jeans.

1)0

9aPal-A
San Jose 1811 W. San Carlos
Telephone 286-9661

ITS AS (’Sr
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YOli3

WHY WASH & WORRY’
DRY CLEAN & WEAR!

MODERN
Computerized
28 min. wait!

DRY CLEAN YOUR
WARDROBE
Sweaters, Pants, Skirts, Blouses
MOST DRESSES INCLUDED
20 pcs $5.00
25 pcs $6.00

30 pcs $7.00
40 pcs $800

By Appointment Only!
297-9954
Bring Hangers

Kelly & Louise Cleaners
Santa Clara at 12th St.
(offtr may b withdrawn at anytime)
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THUR
FRI
SAT
SUN
MON
TUES
WED
THUR

promised a full scholarship
but never received a full one.
"So Mark called me up
during the summer and
wanted to know if I’d be
interested in running at
State," Genet said.
Schilling and Genet knew
each other from their prep
competition in Southern
California. Although Genet
ran for Santa Ana High and
Schilling for Garden Grove
High, the two develped a
friendship while running in
the same track and cross
country meets.
"At first I wanted to go to
San Jose," Genet said. "But
I was apprehensive about
dealing with coaches again
after having had a bad
experience the year before."
However, Genet said that
he had already made up his
mind not to return to Cal
Poly and was thankful for a
second chance.
"If it wasn’t for Schilling, I
probably wouldn’t have gone
to another four-year institute," Genet said.
"He (Genet ) was pretty
much getting the screw at
the school he was attending," Schilling said. "I
knew he was tough and I
thought if he got in this
program he would cook."
Genet certainly has been
"cooking" since he arrived
at SJSU.
After attending San Jose
City College in the fall
semester to be eligible for
track this spring, Genet ran
in his first meet as a Spartan
March 2.
In that first meet Genet
took first place in the mile
run with a personal best of
4:11.5. The following week
against Stanford, Genet
posted an 8:51.0 in the two
mileanother lifetime best.
In the next meet, Genet
finished first in the two mile
against UCLA and Long
Beach State. In the Spartan’s
fourth meet of the season,
running in the three mile, he

SKI EASTER

Songleader
auditions
April 16
Tryouts for SJSU students
interested in becoming official songleaders at Spartan
athletic events will be held
April 16-17 from 7-10 p.m. in
the Men’s Gym.
A special workshop about
song leading is scheduled for
April 23 at the same time and
place as the tryouts.
Final judging will take
place on April 24.
For additional information
contact Nyla O’Meara at the
Chi Omega sorority house,
293-9680.

I SKI SEASON

295-5600
SALE SALE SALE

tot
4

Spalding Super Short
Hart Volk! Dynastar
Aspen Shp
Nordica Koflach Caber
Meister Pacific Trail Pioneer Obermeyer
Head Primus Bonna
ua
Cg BANK CARDS WELCOME
MAJOR SKI REPAIRS
RENTALS
MIA Skis
TouringTsok bi

Skissns
Rocks

42515

Tire Chains 10
Waterproof

Skgeitte

Sri

Clothing
GROUPRATES 41)
1020 W. SAN CARLOS
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C AMPING
BAC PACK INC1
TE 1,114,3

SAN JOSE

LOVE’S BABY SOFT
Because innocence is sexier
than YOU think.

Lynn Watkins

Distance specialist Marc Genet gets the word from
coach Don Riggs after he had broken his own
record against Colorado.
turned in another lifetime
best of 13:41.8, against
Colorado.
His come-from-behind win
against Colorado was aprked
by a 58.8 final lap and set a
Bud Winter Field record.
After running in three
lifetime bests in three different events within a four
week period, it’s hard to
imagine what else Genet can
do to improve.
Although Genet has turned
in some outstanding times he
said he didn’t set any goals
for times.
"If you’re out there running to win, the good times
will always be there," Genet
said.
The 19-year-old art major
said that he realized Riggs
went out on a limb to take
him on the squad after his

injury last year.
"I think the way I can
repay coach Higgs is to run
100 per cent," Genet said.
"All he expects is for us to do
the best we can."
Genet is rooming with
Schilling and two other
distance runners and says
that it works out well.
"We’re running about 9 to
10 miles a day and have to
get up at seven after having
gone to bed by 10," Genet
said. "The only night we
really have off is Saturday,
but after the meets we’re
usually too tired to do much
partying."
Genet said he and Schilling
would do most of their
relaxing next summer, when
they plan to travel around
Europe together.

Tenth Street Pharmacy
on the corner of 10th & Santa Clara

Spartan ace
returns today
3 TRUCKIN
4 BUTCH WHACKS AND THE
GLASS PACKS
5 NORMAN GREENBAUMCROSS
FIRE
6 NORMAN GREENBAUMCROSS
FIRE
7 CHRIS WILLIAMSON
8 CLOSED
9 JACKSON STREET BAND
10 TRUCKIN
11 THE NEW MOB,/ GRAPE

30 So. Central Campbell
374-4000
No Cover Sun-Wed

Last year’s SJSU varsity
pitching ace, Jeff Gingrich,
is slated to see his first
mound action of the year
today as the Spartans host
San Francisco State for a
non-league game at 2:30
p.m. at Municipal Stadium.
Gingrich, who was 7-3 last
season with a 2.30 earned run
average, has been sidelined
so far this season as a result
of a ruptured appendix.
According to Spartan
Menges,
Gene
coach
Gingrich will pitch three
innings of today’s contest, as
will Steve Hinkley and Don
Orndorff.
Currently SJSU has a 12-11
record, following a 9-0 win
over Fresno State Friday in

its Pacific Coast Athletic
Association opener and a
tough 2-0 loss to Santa Clara
Sunday.
The Spartans have faced
S.F. State three times this
year with SJSU holding a 2-1
advantage. SJSU won a 4-2
decision at Muni, then the
squad’s split a doubleheader
in San Francisco, the
Spartans winning the opener
10-1 before dropping the
nightcap 2-0.
SJSU then travels to Los
Angeles to meet L.A. State
for three conference games,
one on Friday at 2:30 p.m.,
and a doubleheader at noon
Saturday. The twinbill will
be broadcast on KSJS ( 90.7
FM) at 11:45.

You’re serious about photography.
So is the Canon Fl.
To you, photography is more
than a hobby. You may never want
to become a professional. Yet, your
photography is as important a
means of self-expression to you as
your speech. You demand the
same excellence in your photographic equipment as you do of
your photographic skills.
The Canon F-1 is the camera that
can fulfill any photographic task to
which you put it It can stand up to
your ability in any situation.

ALL SEATS RESERVED: $6.00, 5.00, 4.00...SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE,
912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, TEL. 246-1160
MACY’S AND ALL TICKETRoN OUTLETS. (408) 246-1160
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PRODUCED BY FUN PRODUCTIONS/A DAVID FOREST COMPANY

Naturally. a great camera like the
F-1 won’t ensure great results.
That’s up to you. Yetit’s nice to
know that your camera can grow
with you as a photographer.
Part of the reason for this is the
F-1 system Since it was designed
in totality, it offers total pelormance There is nothing -added on"
in the F-1 system Everything works
as it was designed to. and integrates superbly with everything
else You’ll spend less timeworrying
about operating the camera than in
shooting And that’s what creative
photography is really all about
Controls fall into place under
each finger It’s no accident Professionalswho depend on a camera
for their livelihood have a deep
regard for the F-1’s handling It’s
amazing how much a comfortable
camera can improve your work

Sharing these lenses and many
of these accessories are the new
Electronic Canon EF. with fully
automatic exposure control, the
FTb, now improved with all exposure information visible in the
finder, and the TLb, great for a
second camera body or for getting
started in Canon photography
Canon For serious applications.
For serious photographers.
Isn’t it time you got serious?

Canon USA Inc 10 Nevada Done Lake SUCCOSS ’mw York 11040
Canon USA. Inc . 4S7 Fullerton Avenue Elmhurst Illinors 60120
Canon USA Inc 123 East Paul wino Avenue Costa Mesa California 92820
Canon Optics & nosiness Machin. Canada Ltd Ontario
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Still far from perfect

J.V. baseball undefeated

Jeff sf ephens

Jim Richards pins opponent

By Joey Scanapico
Sometimes a quick glance
at a stat sheet can tell the
whole story behind the
success or failure of a
baseball team.
junior
varsity
SJSU
statistics tell not only where
the team has been so far,
but,gives a pretty good indication of where the
Spartababes are going -straight to the top, if the
season continues as planned.
The SJSU frosh is undefeated in 14 outings and
while most of the observers
find it hard to believe that
the Spartababes can do
anything wrong, there’s one

Judokas in search of
13th consecutive title
By Marvin Kusumoto
SJSU has a record that few
schools can even begin to
boast about-12 consecutive
national championships.
The judo team is the
record holder and SJSU is
putting it on the line this
weekend as the Spartans
travel to Michigan State
University for the National
Collegiate Judo Championships.
The judo team has won

Your first
tampon
should
be a
Kotex
tampon.

Because only Kotex
tampons have soft,
rounded ends.., gentle
insertion guides
instead of two bulky
tubes..,and more
protection than the
leading brand. But
the only way to be
convinced is to let a
Kotex tampon be
your first one

If it
wasn’t,
here’s a
second
chance.
how
mail this order
cover

Lire
with 254 in co
and nandiiiio to

Kates tampons
BOx 551 CN1
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956

every collegiate title since
the universities organized
themselves
into
an
association 13 years ago.
This year’s championship
is especially important
because the first place
winners will represent the
United States in
the
University Games this
summer.
As a result, many topnotch judomen are coming to
compete for a position on the
team, including several who
fought in the World Judo
Championships last summer.
"It’s going to be a tough
battle," said Yosh Uchida,
coach of the SJSU judo team.
Leading the Spartans in
quest of their title is team
captain Dan Kikuchi, first
place finisher in the
heavyweight division, grand
champion of the 1973
collegiate nationals and
second place finisher in the
open division in the 1973
Senior
AAU
National
Championships.
Kikuchi has only lost one
match this season and his list
of accomplishments include
a first at the Far Western
Judo Championships and at
the recent Pacific Senior
AAU Judo Championships.
In the 176-pound division,
veteran competitor Bill
Kaulfold, who took first
place in last year’s 176-pound
division,
is
again
representing SJSU.
Kaulfold has fought in the
last
three
collegiate
nationals and has placed
high in all three. This will be
the senior’s last year of
elgibility.
This year, Kaulfold has

placed first in the Pacific
Senior AAU Judo Championships and in the Far
Western Collegiate Championships.
John Baggott has the
responsibility of the 154pound division and assuming
his injury from one of the
earlier meets is healed,
should be able to repeat or
better his 1973 national
collegiate finish of second
place.
Cal Kitaura is representing SJSU in the 139-pound
division. He is a senior and
has fought in the 1972
collegiate nationals where he
placed fourth.
Jim Richards is fighting in
the 165 -pound division,
hoping to equal his performance at this hear’s
Pacific
Senior
AAU
Championships.
At
that
tounament,
Richards was winning every
one of his matches until he
met teammate Bill Kaulfold
and lost.
He fought last year at the
collegiate nationals in the
205-pound division but this
year will face lighter opponents in the 165-pounder
division.
In the 205-pound division,
Dennis Ruth will represent
SJSU. Ruth placed forst in
the 205-pound division at the
Far Western Collegiates.
In a year when all the
sports dynasties like UCLA
and Indiana have been
dethrowned, SJSU should
have their hands full in
trying for their 13th consecutive championships.
The team will be leaving
Thursday for Michigan
State.

Remember a loved one’s Birthday. Spartan Daily
Classified 277-3175.

person who thinks there’s
still room for improvement.
We may not have a loss so
far, but we’re far from
perfect," insists head coach
Sam Piraro.
"I’m not saying that the
players haven’t been doing
their part," Piraro explained. "They’ve been
doing a heck of a job. It’s just
that they can always do
better."
Better for the pitching
staff would mean that the
Spartababe hurlers would
almost have to throw a shutout every time they stepped
on the mound.
The frosh’s pitching staff

as a whole displays an
almost unbelievable 1.64
earned run average and even
less against league opponents.
Kirk Brown leads the way
for the Spartababe hurlers,
recording a perfect (like
every other pitcher on the
staff ) 4-0 mark and a 1.04
ERA in 26 innings of work.
Pushing him for top pitching honors this year is
John Nicosia, who has
thrown three victories and
brandishes an even lower
ERA, 0.75.
Greg Queen
is the
"lowest" of the top three,
sporting a 2-0 mark and

Associated Students

building an impressive 1.59
ERA in 17 innings of work.
Skeptics - namely, the rest
of the Bay Area Collegiate
League - who still need
convincing that the Spartababe pitching staff is one
of the finest, should note that
on an average, an SJSU
pitcher strikes out three
batters for every two he
gives up hits to.
That figure reads 63 hits
and 97 stirke-outs through
the first half of the season.
Spartababe hitters are just
as impressive.
Leading the offense is Alan
Stokes, who has recently
changed his major interests

to baseball.
is batting .382 with
runs-batted-in for
league play, both statistics
which lead the club.
Phil Eads and Rich
Guardino are two of the
other top hitters on the team.
Eads carries a hefty .365
mark while Guardino checks
from aviation
Stokes
nine

in at .290.
It’s all impressive en
paper but the Spartababes
must keep the pace they are
setting, now more than ever.
The remaining 13 games
are all league contests and
much of the tougher competitio is yet to come.

Social Awareness Series
presents

FREE!

FROM CIVIL RIGHTS
Speaker: Bob Allen

TO

Editor of Black Scholar Magazine, former instructor at SJSU
Black Studies Dept, author of "Black Awakening in Capitalistic American," was active in the Anti-War movement.

BLACK LIBERATION

Film: "Finally Got the News"

A film about the organizing work done by the Black Worker’s
Congress in Detroit.
WED., April 3, 12:30 p.m. S.U. Ballroom
Co-sponsored by:
Associated Students & Anti-Imperialist Coordinating Comm.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS-loin a college -age
ballet class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers. Small classes,
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant, director. 241 1300
LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave. Berkeley, Ca 94705
-- Be. New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books.
DEERNORN PIPES hand crafted,
beautiful work. All sizes. 525. Will do
custom work For further info. Call
Mike at 264 1117 aft. 5.30 pm
"SPROUTS.’ Sandwiches. All kinds
for lunch & dinner. 122 E. San
Salvador. Near the University. Call
295.5102 for lake out.
FRIDAY FLICKS presents HIGH
PLAINS DRIFTER they’d never
forget the day the feeling cowboy,
CLINT EASTWOOD drifted into
town. You won’t either. 2 shows 78.10
pm Mor Dailey Aud. Apr. 19th by A
Phi 0 50 cents
YOUNG WRITERS, Sell your writing!
MARKET’ PS booklet tells how, lists
What 37 magazines & contests want
and pay Copy $1.25 THORNTON
MARKETIPS.
P.0 Box
EB,
Belmont, Ca 94002
MEDITATION WORKSHOP every
Weds 15 pm Gestalt centering
techniques, meditation and other
awareness exercises SU Guadalupe
Rm FREE!

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO.MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIREDOF BEING RIPPEDOFF?
Call CSIS, originators of Student
Auto insurance. Lowest Rates, No
Student refused. Call 289.8681 or stop
by 404 So. 3rd St., Second floor. (3rd
San Salvador)
GAS PAINS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled mech ,pecializing in Foreign
cars, Economy 8. Sports cars. Tune
up, repair 8. front end alignement
Open Sat Bring this ad for discount
297 3690 798 N. 13 St
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 3.0 GPO low non smoker
rates also Call days 948 0223

FOR SALE
Free
WATERBEDS from $59.
delivery,
student
discounts.
Waterbed accessories Noah’s Ark
86 Keyes, 208451
4

FOOT BLACKLIGHT
523 95
COMPLETE 18" BLACKLIGHT
012.99 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES V 50 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
IRON ON TRANSFERS 75 cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES AND
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS. ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 80 E SAN FERNANDO
ST

SAVE THIS AD Most iiajur brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 Per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment, Lowest
prices In the Bay Area Call 252 xin
after 5 pm
TAX SHELTER Home for Sale 4
bdrm. 1 be 2 Elks. front SJS
Assume S24,030 FHA loan with
payments of $266 mo. Rental in
come is now 5360. rno Asking 530,500
May take a second 297 3380
Student
Special
W EEEEEE DS.
Discount We will consider anything
Of value on trade for waterbeds and
accessories Downtown Waterbeds
416W San Carlos St., Si 2,I12)
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40
cents per pound Any amount Phone
293 2954
VW SOU EEESACK 1966 5400 or best
offer Call 191 0803

i972 HONDA CO 175 good condition. will
mainia.ned 16 400 miles S315 Must sell
now, Call 217 13031

L

MOTHER OLSON’S:
campus Linen S.
CORO TV. Kit priv.
share, 25 single 122
950A

HELP WANTED

4 houses near
Maid service,
Parking. 7950
N 8th St 295

TWO
BEDROOM
Furnished
townhouse apt 2 bath, patio, ’2 blk.
from SJSU 70 S. 8th 294.7788

NURSERY SCH TEACHER M F full or pt
time Cart childhood Experience
required SJ area 247 5594 Immediate

CLEAN APTS, FOR RENT -1 bdrm
S120 2 bdrm S150 3 bdrtn. $165 628
S 10th St. call 295.5144

NEED EXP 2nd grade math tutor Prefer
vicinity of Terrell School Si Unified
Call 269 6657

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s -Reports-. Dissertations
Marianne Tarnberg-137 Escobar
Ave. Telephone: 356.4248 Los Gatos.
TYPIST, EXPERT. ACCURATE. Can
edit papers and Masters Near City
College Mrs Asianian 2981104
EXPERIENCED TYPING-Electric,
Term Papers, Thesis, etc. Depen
deble. Call Mrs. Allen 294.1313.

NEED HANDYMAN for Weekends.
Lawns Clean -Paint Call 275 6333
or 294 5034

NEWER ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS Girls
182 5 10th 965 mu shared basis 293 9991
BOYS 99 5 9th St 875 mo 555 share
297 9816 ALSO...MS 6th 51 165 mu SSO
shared Kitchen prw 292 4552 Check
our summer rates

MATURE STUDENT (Junior year or
up) wanted for office work. Flexible
afternoon hours. Pay to be
negotiated. Call 253-4747 10.12 pm.

BIG FURN. 2 bdrm 2 3 or 4 persons
643 S 13th St Call 275.6333 to see

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Gentle,
All Natural color, photography for
your wedding. You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and a.free white embossed album.
Budget priced for highest quality
work Please call for details.
Photography by Dale Maggio 292.
2601

TWO
BEDROOM
Furnished
townhouse apt 1 bath, patio i blk
from SJSU lOS 8th + I Call 2947789

WRITING
AND
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE. TYPING EDITING
CALL 227 3993 or 374.7994

I BDRM FURN. APT. Quiet. Girls or
married couple S95 mo. Call or see
mgr. 674 S. 9th St No. 1 297E390

EXPERIENCED DESIGN -LAYOUT
ARTIST prepares brochures, flyers,
invitations calling cards, etc. for
production low rates Call Barry 298
1001

WAITRESS WANTED 2 yrs. exp.
Sunday Brunch only 10 2 pm 52 hrs,
tips Upstart Crow 6 Co.
Restaurant 740 Prune Yard,
Campbell. Apply in person only aft. 3
Pm

THIS HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR
YOU! Dark wooden interior. 3 bdrm
3 bth. turn. yard Whereat? St. John
St between 10 11th IMO trio. 2649361

10 STUDENTS WANTED for PR work
for Encylopedia Bratanica, no
selling S2.50 hr. Hours to fit schedule
Call Pamela Tent 249 6386 or 289
1350

PIT. RM. in duplex for serious male
Student next to Lucky’s bus, i, blk,
from campus 397.6079

PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES IN.
STITUTE invites applications for its
new graduate programs in Clinical
Counseling psychology. Admission
competitive Professional faculty
For further information write to Dr
C S Wallia, 2251 Yale St , Palo Alto
Ca 95306

ROOM FOR RENT 2 blks from
campus. 585 S 10th Call 7921587 or
287 9138
SUMMER 1,3 or 3 BDRM Lrg Furn
apts. SEK S30,35 9.40 per wk. I blk
from SJSU Call 247 6039 or 379 4082

JOBS -Australia,
OVERSEAS
Europe, S. America, Africa.
Students all professions and oc
cupations 5700 to 53000 monthly.
Expenses paid. overtime, sight
seeing, Free information TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO., Dept. Al
P.O Box 603, Corte Madera, Ca.,
94925

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST
Bay area rates $08
includes gold & white album. 60
color prints of your choice, full set of
slides.
BRIDE
KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES! Extra full color
Bale’s S1.25 each
Staff of 20
photographers. Make an ap
pointrnent see our samples .. then
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet. Call
279 1787 or 257 3161

PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST
Selectric Call 867.73119 eves.

IBM

B EAUTIFUL WEDDING FLOWIRS
Save 50 per cent off florist prices. 12
yrs. cop Discount Flowers 99461112
or 244.6396

TRANSPORTATION
E XPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING:
Eighth annual on regimented
student programs 8 wks. in Europe,
8 wks. in Israel Europe, 4 wks,
Europe. Contact Barbera Nevins
Student Services West. Inc. 2117.5240.
E UROPE
ISRAEL
APRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND. CONTACT, ISCA, 11617
San Vicente Blvd. Apt. No. 4 L.A.
Calif. 90349 TEL. 12131 8245669 or
(7141 267,3950.
FLYING SOON? Well, "It pays fob.
young with TWA". VOW TWA
Campus
Representative
Bill
Crawford 225.7262 can help you
make your GETAWAY.Fly at 11 per
lent off *.th TWA Youth passpOrt
take up 10 24 Months 10 pay wins
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD,
Call 225 7262 for information after
5 00 For reservations call 29114400
or your local travel agent
SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
S349 rd trip plus inter European
flights, rail passes, international ID
cards and more Ask for Barbera at
Student Services West, 235 East Si.
Clara No 7 ?dor phone 207.8301

FALL 1.2 or 3 BDRM I blk from
Campus large AEK furnished, water
Garbage, $150. 250 or 100 per me
717 6039 or 379 4082
1 BDRM APT turn Outside deck, ,7
block campus, S120. 48 S. 6th St Call
Marie 3916799 after 12,00 or contact
Peter King Humanities dept

WAITERS. USBOYS-exper. pref.
Waikiki Village Rest. 15466 Ls Gatos
Bldvd. 356.9164 Must speak Can
tonese.

WILLOW GLEN APT. Own room $85.
Bike, bus to SJSU Quiet Grad . Up
Div Female, non smoker Helen 269
3077 or 294 1025

CLASSIFIED

HOUSING
LOST 8. FOUND

1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE, $100.MO,
kitchen priv., color In, Call Ann 923
51173

ADS

FOUND Small dog, male, long hair.
gray tan & white Call 9670919

MEN -Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 5 11th St

LOST Mar. 13 Norwegian Elkhound
male 6 mo. Sil Blk pointed ears,
curled tall (Sim Kees) needs Med
293 0906 or 991 0352

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB-Co
Ed Beautiful building, fireplace,
grand piano, inside courtyard, kit
color to, ping pong, linen & maid
serv pro parking S79.50 share.
99 SO up to 5109 sing 202 S 11th 293
1374

PERSONALS

277-3175

SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
w C P and voice defect is looking
for a lasting relationship with an
understanding female FREE rent
Offered in exchange for kindness 11.
companionship Call 2982309 all 5
Om

LA DONNA APTS. 1 bedroom apts.
S130 w new carpets and turn. Quiet
atmosphere, near campus. 335 S 4th
St Call Eun, 288 8383 or John 356
5708
WILLOW GLEN WEST is a quiet and
ideal student living. Setting 10 mmn.
from campus near Curtner and old
Almaden Road Two and Three
Bedroom units and Townhouses.
furnished and Unfurnished, Patios,
Spacious pleasant
Balconies.
grounds, Pool, Saunas, Rev Room.
Starting $175.00 WILLOW GLEN
WEST OPTS 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave 266 1474

11

HAVING
DIFFICULTY
WITH
DRUGS) alcohol, work, study.
family or life? Narconon may help
Call 2681621 10.5 pm or 7 9.30 pm.

- 3

Daily

SERVICES
Close
STUDENT TYPING
Campus 65 cents page 998 1869
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Rates

One
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

3 lines

$1.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

days
2.50

4 lines

ZOO

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

5 linos

2.50

3.00

3.25

3.40

3.50

.35

6 lines

3.00

3.50

3.75

3,90

4.00

.35

Five

Print Your Ad Hare:
icount approx. 37 letters and spaces

F ach 40011.
tonal day

.35
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.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

City

Check a Classification
I ) Help Wanted
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I I Lost and Found

.Pnone
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) For Sale

for each line)

.35
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( ) Services
( I Transportation
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STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
CALIF 95114

- For

Days

Deadline, Two days prior to

publication
consecutlye publication dates
only
No refunds on cancIled ads
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British emphasis

SJSU vet’s memoirs
’weak’ and ’mundane’
By Eric Lyon
"Say, Margaret, why are
you saving my letters?" asks
U. Col. Oscar Herrgesell in
"Dear Margaret, Today I
Died," a collection of letters
written to his wife from
Vietnam.
Herrgesell, who graduated
from SJSU in 1982, was killed
in a plane crash in 1972 while
serving as an advisor to the
South Vietnamese army.
letters,
Herrgesell’s
compiled into a weak 90-page
book by his wife, unfortunately will have little
interest value for anyone
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1I XEROX:
II Copies :
I
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I
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Anierican

outside his immediate
family.
Covering the five-month
period before his death, the
letters are the typical
hurried, obligatory letters
servicemen write in their off
duty hours.
They deal mainly with the
mundane details of life on a
military base. Herrgesell
describes the PX facilities
I "pretty good, but not many
brands to select from", the
swimming pool and the base
library.
’Being on this post is just
stateside,’’
being
like
Herrgesell says in one letter.
Although the letters are
written from Vietnam, there
is scant reference either to
the surrounding countryside
or the political turmoil that
to
Herrgesell
brought
Vietnam, and eventually to
his death.
His letters give us no insight into America’s longest
war. In one letter he calls it
-a dirty war," but in another
he applauds a resumption in
the bombing of North

Coin Service’

g

444 E. Santa Clara
I
I between 9th & 10th
295-6600
I
. or 273 E. San Fernando
next to Peanuts
295-7778
I

I
I
I
I
.
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! Present This AD !
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ii Cger expires June
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NOW

64 S. 2nd
Downtown
Opens Noon
Daily

297_0253
SAN JOSE

- "1"-"100111P
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INTACT!

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR"
AND

HI’, FIRST FIIMSINif

’BOTHer sun

Student films
to be judged
Friday night

perhaps
she most
remarkable
film to
emerge since
Cecil B. DeMille
founded
,
Hollywood."
- VERNON SCOT!.

Franc() zeursretu

The main failing with the
letters is that they are not
united by a theme. The love
angle could have saved them
from their banality, but
endearments
Herrgesell’s
for his wife consist of such
moving expressions as "I
miss you a whole bunch,"
and his favorite, "SHAPE
UP!"

$1.00 Eves.

And now the movie...

AND

"These
Viets
are
something else! They are
very slow, not worried, and
no sense of urgency. Can’t
get most of them to hurry,
unless you really talk tough
to them right off, and then
they
stay
somewhat
straight."

The Aman Folk Ensemble presents its 85 costumed dancers, singers and musicians in music and dances of Eastern
Europe, the Middle East and Africa at 8 p.m. Sunday in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Under the direction of Leona Wood and Anthony Shay,
Arnan will be performing songs and dances to a variety of
folk instruments.
Tickets are available at the door for $3 general public and
$2 for students.

:50 it/ to 6 p.m. weekdays

UNCUT,

Vietnam:
’Was glad to see my ’Old
Buddy,’ the President, come
through and start the
bombing up north. Should
have done that way back in
1965, then we probably
wouldn’t be here now."
His comments on the
Vietnamese people equally
superficial:

ROME(’Ii

ill

sister Moon

3RD dONUS HITWEEKDAYS ONLY
Paul NEWMAN and Henry FONDA in KEYSEY’S

"SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION"

The deadline for entering
the SJSU student Film Faire
is Friday. The program is
designed to enable students,
both from film classes and
the student body to show
movies they have made.
All films entered will be
ununscreened
and
previewed until the final
performance at $25 first
prize will be awarded. The
show is being sponsored by
the A.S. Program Commission.
Applications are available
at the S.U. Information
Center, located on the second
level of the Student Union
and the Administration
Building. The final show will
be from 7 p.m. to midnight
on Friday in the S.U.
Ballroom. Admission will be
25 cents.

TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ON INSURANCE?
FOR THE LOWEST RATES ON YOUR CAR OR MOTORCYCLE,
COME SEE US.
CAMPUS

CSIS/

INSURANCE
SERVICE

404 S. Third St. 289-8681

xxf4.

Severinsen to appear at Flint Center

Doc Severinsen
headlines show

Folk troupe at SJSU

JOSE

To April 8

Mann plays big hits

Flashy trumpeter Doc Severinsen, who plays with finesse
as stimulating as the flowery clothes he wears, will perform
in a benefit for the Foothill College Co-Curricular Council.
The debonair band leader for the Johnny Carson Tonight
Show will appear Saturday night for two shows at 7 and 10 in
the Flint Center at De Anza College in Cupertino.
In 1971, Severinsen received the Playboy Poll Award as
best conductor and trumpeter. He was also named one of the
top ten Best Dressed Men in American during the same year.
When he was seven years old, Severinsen was invited to
join the local high school band and then went on to play with
Tommy Dorsey, Benny Goodman and other big band greats
before he graduated.
Currently, Severinsen’s act consists of ten singers and
dancers known as "Today’s Children." The remainder of the
troupe, the "Now Generation Brass," have been recruited
from the "Tonight Show" band.’
Severinsen has appeared as guest soloist with several
major symphony orchestras and recently collaborated with
Henry Mancini on a album called "Brass on Ivory."
Tickets are $5.50 and $6.50 and may be purchased at any
Tieketron Agency, Macy’s and the Flint Center Box Office.

Boz Scaggs
at S.J. Civic
Boz Scaggs and his band
will appear for one appearance only Sunday
evening, at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium.
Scagg’s band includes
Rick Shlosser, drums; Less
Dudek, guitar; Gene Santini,
bass; Bill Atwood, trumpet
and flugel horn; Jack
Schroer, flute and sax; Chris
Michie, guitar; and Carolyn
Willis, Julia Tillman and
Myrna Matthews, backround
vocals.
Show time is 8 p.m. Tickets
are $4, $5 and $6.
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For only 50 cents a day your
3 line message is read over
loosioo tomes a week. Spartan
Dily Classified 277.3175.

0 %
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STAR MOTOR IMPORTS
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
100(7( Financing Available
(leasing)
375 SO. MARKET ST, 286-6500
PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT

1ST TWIN ADULT THEATREEI
THEATRE![
,

CAMBRIAN CINEMAS I & II

[’THE

WE HILLSDIE Nish CAMDEN

2111.3181

ULTRA DELUXE TM f

NOW! OPEN
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HOURS EVERY DAY!
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what vari!.on there is is
good. Mann’s flute work
throughout is excellent and
shows much variation from
the rocking numbers to the
more subtle ones.
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BIKE INSURANCE
Applications now
available in the
business office and
the information
desk in the student
union.
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GREEN DOOR.
ADULTS ONLY - IDINTIIKA7101. REQUIRED ION 110141 C1141.48.

NOTE "DEEP THROAT" ALSO SNOWING Al
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Tell the old lady on your
life where to go April 6,
Old Lady Day. Spartan
Daily Classified 277-3175.

REUBEN
SANDWICH
to,

Traffic cut; and "You Never
Give Me Your Money" by
John Lennon and Paul
McCartney, the most jazzinfluenced work on the
record.
V ew (it use songs vary a
great deal from the original
compositions, with the exception of the Beatle cut, but

How Roots give your feet
a good feeling,
then send it up your spine.

to appear

OPEN-FACED

,AtudeAnt Union

By Jim Esterbrooks
Jazz-rock flutists have
seldom reached stardom in
this country, but Herbie
Mann is probably closer to
that status than any
American today.
His latest album, "London
Underground," on Atlantic
records still won’t put him in
the commercial success
category of Ian Anderson or
various other rock heavies,
but it still serves as an accurate look at a truly outstanding flutist, one able to
cover many areas of the
musical spectrum.
"London Underground" is
immediately enjoyable to
followers of big-name British
rock, provided there is an
ear for slight variation.
Side one opens with the
Rolling Stone tune "Bitch",
and Stone guitarist Mick
Taylor provides enough
original influence to appease
the rock diehards. However,
it is Mann’s flute solos that
highlight this, as well as
nearly all other cuts.
Also on side one is the Eric
Clapton-Jim Gordon classic,
"Layla." Mann’s incredible,
near-frantic flute, with some
blazing guitar by Taylor and
Albert Lee, make this the
record’s highlight.
Side two included the
Donovan song "Mellow
Yellow," a relatively weak
weak cut; "A Whiter Shade
of Pale," the biggest song of
the so-called 1967 summer of
love, by Procal Harem;
"Memphis Spoonbread and
Dover Sole," a light flute
melody and Mann’s only
composition on the record;
"Paper Sun," a good early

Near the front, you’ll notice the sole
is curved like a rocker. In normal walking, your weight lands first on your
heel, shifts along the outer side of your
foot, then diagonally across to your big
toe which springs you off on your next
step. The rocker idea simply makes
that transfer of weight a little easier,
which makes each step a little less tiring.

To see the idea behind Roots, take a
side -view look at the shoe. Instead of a
heel to lift you up and tilt you forward,
you’ll find a one-piece base to plant
you firmly in touch with the earth.
Roots work very much like
roots. And if you take a side -view look
at the human foot, you’ll see why they
work as well as they do. Your heel is the
lowest part of your foot, so in Roots
it sits in the lowest part of your shoe.
0

Suddenly you stand straighter as
additional muscles in the back of your
legs and the small of your back spring
to life to help hold you up and move
you around. Now consider that recess
in your sole called the arch. If you
spend a good deal of time on your feet,
unsupported arches can sag and may
fall out of shape altogether. To help
prevent your arches from falling, Roots
are contoured to support them. There’s
a smaller recess between the balls of
your feet which Roots will take care
of as well

iv-nack bar

1428 Polk St.
San Francisco

500 University Ave.
Palo Alto, Ca. 94301
326-0784

All told, Roots bring a good, natural
feeling to man’s somewhat un-natural
custom of treading hard floors and city
sidewalks. Roots are designed and
made in Canada; and at the heart of
our production are two generations of
cobblers (a father and three sons) who
cling to the premise that good quality
footwear must still be made largely by
hand. The way we feel about making
Roots has a lot to do with the way
you’ll feel wearing them.

City feet need Roots

2431 Durant Ave.
Berkeley
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Letters to the editor

Lowe inaccurate
Editor:
Fred Lowe’s editorial column of
March 29, "Professors Should
Stay," there is a presumption of
fact with which I seriously
disagree. Mr. Lowe writes "As
Bob Moretti says, ’There are two
administrators for every professor
on campus, and this is a situation
that needs fixing.’ "
In this case, the situation that
needs "fixing" is Mr. Moretti’s
ignorance of the factsor,
perhaps, his indifference toward
them. If Mr. Moretti wishes me to
consider him as a serious candidate for the governorship, he will
have to stop making irresponsible
statements of this sort and address
himself to the real problems facing
us on this campus.
It is obvious that Mr. Lowe did
not take time to check the accuracy
of Mr. Moretti’s statement. If he
would like to know how to obtain
the necessary information, I shall
be happy to assist him. My office is
in FO 126.
Harrison McCreath, Coordinator
American Studies Program

Repair bills?
Editor:
Repair costs are rising about as
fast as the costs of purchasing new
merchandise. Today, more than
ever, people are deciding to repair
rather than replace.
A washer or dryer repair can
cost as much as $15 for the first
half-hour’s labor. Radio repair can
cost as much as $12.50 for the
estimate only!
Surely, there must be someone to
provide these and other services at
a lesser price.
Well, there is.
There are probably students here
at SJSU qualified to do everything
from radio and appliance repair to
plumbing.
More than likely, they are
working for someone and getting
only a fraction of the price the
employer receives from the

customer. Many people would like
to work for themselves, but one
rarely have the time to set up a
business and attend school
simultaneously.
If students interested in parttime self employment were to form
a cooperative organization, they
could pool their resources and pass
the savings on to the customer.
Interested students could get
together, list the services that they
plan to offer and hours of their
availability for work. Then they
would hire someone to answer a
phone, or hire an answering service. Their services could be advertised in a newspaper, and
response would be handled by the
receptionist.
The students would then contact
the receptionist on their work days
and pick up messages left for them.
These steps are only the basics.
Details would have to be formulated by those who wish to
actuate the plan.
Lory Johnson
P.R. Junior

Iranian problems
Editor:
I was bothered by
the
hypocritical and ironical letter in
the Spartan Daily asking the
Iranian students why they were
demonstrating in the open at a time
when they refuse to sign letters to
the editorial page. The letter itself
was written by a journalism
student quite close to the Daily
staff; under other circumstances
the question would have been
perfectly legitimate.
The present
circumstances,
however, ( with the new editorial
policies) have the Daily pitted
against Iranian students and other
organizations. As a result of these
policies, the Iranian students have
been unable to use the Daily
organizationally
since
the
beginning of the semester. Besides the fact that Iranians are
silenced on the editorial page, the
Daily’s coverage of the demonstration was no more than a mere

photograph without any accompanying explanation of what
took place. What kind of coverage
was that for what was probably the
largest demonstration at SJSU in
two years?
Had the Daily covered the
demonstration, it probably would
not have failed to mention that the
majority of those present were not
Iranian students. Several of the
Iranian students present concealed
their faces behind dark glasses and
hats. Monitors were checking the
press cards of those taking pictures
to make certain that people who
could have been incriminated by
their
presence
were
not
photographed.
Obviously the author I’m
responding to was not at the
demonstration or she would have
noticed
the
precautionary
measures taken.
She might also have noticed that
the reason the demonstration held
was to protest and expose the
killing of students of Teheran
University who lost their lives for
speaking out against the CIAsponsored dictatorship.
I hope I have answered her
question. The best answer is
probably to allow the Iranians to
give their own story by easing off
some of the new editorial policies
which effect their freedom of
speech. What would also help in the
future is for her to ask her reporter
friends on the Daily staff why
adequate coverage was not given
to one of the most important
demonstrations in years.
Gay Muttersbach
Political Science Senior

Smoke after class
Editor:
How appropriate of the Daily to
publish the letter of John Pongracz
on April Fools Day. In it he makes
an analogy between smoking and
perfume. Although he may have a
point, I doubt that perfume is offensive or for that matter
disruptive to the degree rancid
smelling cigarette smoke is.

He goes on to say that smoking is
tension reducing; again I must
admit that Mr. Pongracz makes a
good point.
In his letter Pongracz implies
that if we were to ban smoking in
classrooms, the professors would
become so tense and fearful of
public performance that they may
very well run out of the classroom.
If this be true I suggest the
Psychology Department offer their
services, (non-smokers only of
course).
that we
Pongracz suggests
exercise a little toleration." How
much toleration does he expect?
Smoking has been going on in
classes long enough. It’s about
time that non-smokers be considered. My eyes and lungs can not
"tolerate" any more of your
smoke. Your smoking violates my
air space. If you must smoke wait
the 50 minutes and smoke between
classes.
Mr. Pongracz ended his letter
with "sincerely." Perhaps he was
sincere but maybe it would have
been more appropriate had he
terminated with "April-Fool."
Steve Pearl
Psychology Major

Reriesc reply

Such unscrupulous journalism
cannot be tolerated!
Your
"newspaper" should in all justice
and decency be sued for slander.
You cannot condemn a man for
wearing "orthopedic shoes," or a
great singer because she appears
to you to be "a haggard looking
redhead." You do not refer to an
opera composer as "whoever
dreamed up the idea" nor do you
declare that he "quite evidently...never bothered to read the
book." You do not say that the
character of Crooks was "conveniently" deleted from the opera.
This was in fact done out of
necessity, for the scope of an opera
cannot be the same as a novel, a
film or a play. You cannot say
about the audience that "only
about 20 were SJSU students and
faculty," when I can certify that at
least 75 SJSU students and faculty
attended the discussion of the
novel, the classic 1939 film, the
absolutely superb production of the
play by the Theater of Marvels,
and then the opera too!
I can only be grateful that I could
partake.
I do not regret the low attendance. I only hope that
sometime in the future the opportunity presents itself again so
that others may then gain from
such a rich experience.
Since your comments were
neither objective nor constructive
I’m sure that your review will have
no effect whatsoever on the opera.
But I am not so confident that my
fellow students will not be adversely affected. I am not so
confident that the tremendous
energies of Dr. Martha Cox and her
committee will not be destroyed by
your callous journalism.
John Michael Pongracz

Editor:
The weekend of March 23 and 24
is now a fact of the past. But this is
true only for some. For those who
participated in the Steinbeck
Festival, the weekend of March 23
and 24 will forever remain a vivid
study of the very nature of art.
Never before has any student
been so privileged as to be able to
witness a great work of literature
interpreted through three different
and distinct media in one weekend.
As a graduate student of English
Literature, as a member of Dr.
Plea extended
Martha Cox’s Graduate Seminar in
Steinbeck and O’Neill, as a par- Dear Editor,
ticipant in the Steinbeck Festival I
This is an open letter to all United
am distressed about your un- Farmworkers Union ( UFW )
conscionable review of the Spring Supporters:
Opera Theater’s moving inQue pasa Ftaza, friends and other
terpretation of "Of Mice and Men." UFW supporters? With Easter
I believe an apology is in order.
coming in just a few weeks, I’m

sure most of us have been thinking
about Easter vacation; what a
good time we’re going to have, or
what a great opportunity we’ll
have to catch up on our school work
then. Nonetheless, most of us will
not be on a picket line, an
educational march or participating
in a peace demonstration; much
less worrying about striking farmworkers.
So with all kinds of good thoughts
of Easter in mind, the Farmworkers Support Committee of
SJSU would like to extend a plea to
all of you who do not have time to
picket, march or demonstrate, as
well as to those of you who do
picket, march and demonstrate, to
donate a can or two of nonperishable food for the UFW
members who are on strike in the
Coachella Valley. Viva La Huelga!
During Easter vacation, the
Support Committee of SJSU will be
leaving for Coachella Valley on a
"food-drive caravan." Collection
boxes for the food-drive have been
set up in the Mexican American
Graduate Studies ( MAGS) office;
the School of Social Work-Health
Science Building (9th and San
Carlos Streets); the Sociology
Department office and the building
of the Educational Opportunity
Program (EOP) on 9th and San
Fernando streets.
On behalf of all the members of
the Support Committee, we do hope
as many as possible will contribute
food or money to buy food for our
food-drive. Help us help them, by
NOT buying non-union products,
Gallo or Almaden products and
PLEASE don’t cross a UFW picket
line. If you get a chance, come to
the Farmworkers Support Committee meetings on Wednesdays, 5
p.m. in the Costanoan Room, 2nd
level of the Student Union.
Cecilia Ramos
UFW Support Committee

Editors note:
See related story on page five.

Anatomy of a Root
Fine Canadian Leathers
The soft skins are naturally finished,
so in Roots you’ll look as good as you
feel. And because Roots are designed
and made in Canada, you needn’t pay
through the nose for your feet.

Rocker Sole
In a natural stride, weight moves from
the heel, along the outer side of the
foot then diagonally across to the big
toe, which springs you off on your
next step. Roots rocker sole helps this
shift in weight, making every footstep
just a little less tiring.
Supported Arch
The city sidewalk can he a real archenemy. And fallen arches hurt. Roots
are contoured to support the arch and
the small recess between the balls of
your feet.

San Fransisco
1428 Polk St.
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City feet need Roots.

Recessed Heel
Walk on sand and your heel will leave
the deepest part of your footprint. In
natural walking, most of your weight
lands on your heel. Conventional
shoeseven low-heeled shoestilt you
forward and change your basic posture.
In Roots, your heel sinks into a comfortable recess, giving you a natural
walk on any kind of surface.

Berkeley
2431 Durant Ave.

